Plopp stool is an icon and a bestseller of Zieta Prozessdesign. The unique, toy-looking and playful shape of Plopp is an effect of an innovative forming method — FIDU. Since its market release, Plopp stool has been shown on numerous exhibitions around the world and has won many prestigious awards — including Red Dot Design Award 2008, German Design Council Award 2008 and Forum AID Award 2009.
We celebrate the 10th anniversary of Plopp’s presence in the market with a release of a new color palette.

Out of ordinary
J-Chair is another FIDU manifesto. It bonds a strong and iconic visual character with a light and durable construction.
The initial inspiration for J-Chair comes from the composition of Władysław Strzemiński's work "Flat Construction - breakage of a black rectangle", 1923. The second derives from the process of creating architectural form of Museum Jerke in Recklinghausen. Both the composition of the image and the design of the building have visible divisions and cuts.
J-Chair in leather
Chippensteel is a fine example of blending FiDU technology and craftsmanship. The 2D form is cut from sheet metal and goes through welding and inflating processes, becoming a three-dimensional functional chair. The finishing touch by a designer and craftsman makes it an ultimate beauty.
Chippensteel 0.5 was redesigned to reduce its weight and make it suitable for mass production.
Product dimensions

**Unterdruck**
- Standard Dimension
  - H: 78 cm / 30.7
  - W: 120 cm / 47.2
  - D: 53 cm / 20.9

**Chippensteel 5.0**
- Standard Dimension
  - H: 80 cm / 31.5
  - W: 46 cm / 18.1
  - D: 58 cm / 22.8

**J-Chair**
- Lounge Dimension
  - H: 76 cm / 29.9
  - W: 53 cm / 20.8
  - D: 74 cm / 29.1

- Standard Dimension
  - H: 80 cm / 31.5
  - W: 53 cm / 20.8
  - D: 74 cm / 29.1

**Plopp Mini**
- H: 15 / 38: H
- W: 9.8 / 25: Ø

**Plopp Standard**
- H: 19.7 / 50: H
- W: 13.8 / 35: Ø

**Plopp Kitchen**
- H: 25.6 / 65cm: H
- W: 13.8 / 35cm: Ø

**Plopp Bar**
- H: 29.5 / 75: H
- W: 13.8 / 35: Ø

**Material**
- inox, steel

*full colour palette available on request*
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